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THE ULTIMATE DRIVING MACHINE.
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Driving a BMW
shouldn't mean you
have to spend a
fortune on repair bills.
Judging from the repair bills you get from some BMW mechanics,
they must think you're made of money. You won't have that
problem at Strictly BMW. Our prices are reasonable1
and our work is top-quality.
' ,.~' ,,
With our ASE-certified Master Technicians, state-of- '
the-art equipment, and computerized access to all factory service bulletins, we'll save you time and
money by making sure your repairs are
~
done right the first time. And with our
extensive inventory of factory parts, we'll
have you back on your wheels again before
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As a get-to-know-you special, save 10% up to
$35.00 on all services, OR receive an Oil
Change for just $19.95 plus tax. Offer valid
through August 31, 1997, new
customers only. We'll even
provide free shuttle service!
So call us today at 747-6044.
2111 140th Ave . NE
Bellevue, WA 98005

STRICTLY BMW
Independent Service

Over 2,000 BMW owners trust us with their keys
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Calendar
July 19

Lapping Day at SIR. Our second and final day at
Seattle International Raceway this year.

July 25

Deadline for the August Zii.ndfolge.

July 27

Concours d'Elegance at the Mercer Island Lid
Park. Our biggest event of the year. Don't miss it.

August 7

Board Meeting hosted by Ray Kirkland.

September 20

Tour #2 in the planning stages. Destination is not
determined yet. Your input is needed! See the
article on page 6 for info.
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BMW ACA Concours '97
Sunday July 27th
by Al Lancaster

ave you sent in your registration
yet??? The Club has worked hard
this year and if early indications
hold true we are going to field quite a
variety of BMWs.
The Club has decided to again include
a display only class open to all BMWs
which will allow vehicles which do not
wish to be judged to participate in the
Concours. This class will be presented on
the Concours lawn, receive dash plaques
and marque cards just as the judged vehi cles but will not be competing for a trophy. The cost of participating in this class
will be five dollars, but only if you preregister. If you wish to enter this class
please fill out the registration form and
send it in early as space on the field may
be liinited due to the number of vehicles
we have entering. Please note display
only on the registration form (see page 5).
Participation in this class will cost ten
dollars the day of the event and will be
considered on a space available basis
only.
The cost for those competing in the
judged classes is fifteen dollars per BMW
until July 17th. After July 17th, including
the day of the event, the cost is thirty dollars per BMW. Each judged entry will

H
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receive a ticket good
for a lunch from our
caterer, Gambardella's
Pasta Bella. You must
be a BMW ACA
member to enter the
Concours, but one can
enter anytime up to
the event, including
the day of the event.
For those competing in the judged classes of the Concours,
this year a lunch package will be furnished through Gambardella's Pasta Bella
and will include a menu consisting of a
pasta salad, Italian sub sandwich, choice
of beverage, and an Italian cookie or a
portion of Gambardella's famous lasagna
with salad, two slices of fresh bread,
choice of beverage, and an Italian cookie.
It sounds like it may be worth coming out
just to have lunch with your fellow club
members in the park. Gambardella's will
also have lunches for sale on the day of
the event. Please note no alcoholic beverages are permitted.
But this is just the start. Dennis
Noland of Exeter Garage (recently voted
best detail shop in the greater Seattle area)
will also be in attendance to show us how

CEN

Auto Detailing
Meticulous Care for The Owner Who Expects It!
Showroom Quality Results • We Protect Your Investments
Only The Finest Products - Meguiar's
10% Discount on Meguiar's Products for Club Members

Pick-Up & Delivery
Downtown next to Freeway Park
7th Ave (Hubbell Pl.) & Seneca

622-9800

the pros perform their detailing magic and
Dennis has informed me he plans to have
some excellent items to raffle for those
who visit his booth and fill out a raffle
ticket. The local dealerships have
promised to present examples of BMW's
newest and finest work. All of this along
with our coloring contest with BMW
prizes for the kids should be enough to
motivate you out to the LID.
For those who do not wish to compete,
just come on out to look. See what this is
all about, have a picnic lunch, and enjoy
the cars. This is an especially good event
for new members or those who have never
attended a Club event before.
Again "SEND in your REGISTRATION TODAY ... " whether you plan to
have your vehicle judged or just want to
display your Bavarian beauty for other
club members to see. I think you will find
many friends at this gathering who share
your appreciation and interest in BMW s
and who if you just take a little time to
converse, can be very helpful in understanding and maintaining your vehicle in a
very fine manner for years to come. This is
really what this event and the Club in general is all about: people who have a common interest and desire in enjoying and
maintaining the vehicles which serve us so
well. We hope we'll see you on July 27th.
See the map, schedule of events, and
registration form on page 5. 0

Member of Professional
Detai ling Association
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Stalls
by Thomas B. Nast

Blast from the past:
This is a reprint of a Stalls
column from August 1994
hose of you who made it to last
year's concours know that, once
again, I was roped into misjudging
the concours (and my wife thought those
were sun burns!). My thanks to all those
who left tokens of their appreciation for
the judges (and next year remember, we
work in teams of three, so leave it in fives
and tens, or better yet, Islay single malts).
And as always, be assured that the final
results were completely independent of
my findings (I can't speak for others in
this regard).
Having spent hours examining your
cars, from bonnet to boot, I thought I
might pass along a few quality tips (better
known as 'Q tips') for next year's
entrants.

T

Going For A Fling
As tires rotate, they develop something
known to Richard Feynman and his
friends as 'centrifugal force.' Oddly
enough, this has importance even to car
polishers. Some car polishers, for reasons
poorly understood by all except Estee
Lauder, think that tire sidewalls took better if a coat of shiny Armorall is applied,
making the tires look as natural as a
Guernsey cow with fresh shoe polish,
though the bovine will not slip as much
during vigorous cornering. If you feel
compelled to generously apply Armorall
to the tires, you might consider putting it
on after you park for the concours. Much
less of it will fling onto the sides of the car
than if you apply it before going to the
show.

are effective curb locators. It is the latter
point on which I wish to dwell. When relatively immovable objects are located by
the air dam, certain telltale signs are left
on the air dam, such as chunks missing,
replicas of the Grand Canyon, and a surface resembling pubescent skin, only
much less responsive to curative lotions.
No amount of water over the dam can
wash away these flaws. Perhaps the dam is
best left behind at showtime, to avoid a
reservoir of point losses.

Flaps
On the rear right side of most BMWs
(Bavarias, 2002s and Isettas excepted) is a
small panel which opens up. It is called a
gas flap by many, even though the full
translation from the German word is,
"Cover for Unleaded Only Bitte Petrol
tank up-filling." Many entrants misread
this word, thinking it was translated,
"Cover for Opening and Armorall Onto
the Filthy Rubber Gasket Squirting." Such
are the vagaries of German syntax. Do not
mislead be.

Chip Off The Old Block
It is well known among entrants that
cleanliness of the battery is scored.
Inspection of one battery revealed a little
piece of the Black Forest, expressed as a
length of 2" x 4" . It was not a bad piece of
wood, mind you, being free from rot and
infestation, but it was unwaxed, unpainted
and unsanded. Perhaps the entrant was
from Leavenworth, where we are traditionally introduced as the "British Motor
Works" club, thus implanting the confusion between bodywork and framing still
exhibited at the Morgan works. If you
must veneer your battery, at least polish
the nails.

Don't Give A Dam
Air dams (I) look nice, 2) are low to
the ground to prevent air from passing
beneath the car, which causes lift, and (3)

4
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On The Level
A little known category that is scored
is the fitment of body panels. It is a poorly

understood fact that the hood, trunk, doors
and gas filler flap (see above) have two
discrete states: Open and Closed. You
leave your car for us to inspect with the
hood and trunk Open. At some point, we
Close them. We do this (1) to leave fingerprints on them, so we have a reason to
deduct more points, (2) so you won't
notice CDs missing from the changer, and
(3) to see if the panels line up. This
(checking alignment, not purloining CDs)
is something you can do at home, without
adult supervision. Your attention is especially directed the bottom lip of the trunk
lid and (if your car has a hood that opens
from the front) the bottom lip of the hood.
These are easily adjusted with small rubber bumpers installed for the purpose.
which you will have no trouble locating
provided the panel is Open. When the
panel is Closed, you can determine if the
edges line up. Gosh, those Germans are
clever!

Sonic booms
Visual aesthetics are not a matter we
are left to judge; it is possible for pearlescent cars, cars the color of a lime left in
yesterday's gin and tonic, even for red
cars, to win trophies, provided no cat hair
is found in them. (I parenthetically note,
that fly-yellow cars seem to be making a
comeback, though I personally will not be
seen in one lacking a hook and ladder.) It
is the quality of craftsmanship and detail,
not the misbegotten conception, which is
judged. No such injunction prevails in the
area of audio aesthetics, however. Tammy
Wynette at 95db is guaranteed to lose you
twenty points, thirty if it is unleashed
while the string quartet is attempting the
"Grosse Fugue." On the other hand, if you
happen to play "Babar Layar" during an
interlude, you might pick up 15 points
from the engine compartment judge. But
since the exterior judge is holding out for
"Dark Star," he will uncontrollably spill

BMWACA
Concours '97
July 27th
at the
Mercer Island Lid

AREA
MAP

t

Schedule

N

Sunday July 27, J997
8:30am

Registration Committee Setup (event workers only)
520

9:3019m-11:00am

Begin Registration and Final Vehicle Preparation
10:00am
The Lid Officially Opens
11:00am
Automobiles Declared "Hands Off"

North Mercer Way

J::

500

Eastbound
Exit6
West Mercer Way

DETAIL MAP

r-----------------------------,
BMW A<A 1997 (oncours ~egistration
Yw and Model _________________
Owner
Address-----------------City _______ State ____ Zip _______
Phone Number
(om men ts. ___________________
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Please make checks payable to BMW A<A.
Moil to: A. Lancaster. 521 S.W. 293rd St. ~edernl Woy, WA 9~023.
e-mail: ghibliss@gte.net

L-----------------------------~
some iced coffee onto your center console, causing a large net loss to be imposed
by the interior judge. Perhaps it is best to
leave the audio system parked, after all. De
gustibus non est disputandum.
No doubt you will have some tips of
your own. I am certain that Al Lancaster
will want to see them, so put them in a
shoebox and send them in care of this

publication to his attention. My
mail is aged until the body is nicely rounded, then screened both by
metal detectors and trained dogs
before decanting. So you needn' t
bother to write to me. ~

11 :00am-2:30pm
Entertainment
BMW ACA hosted music
Lunch with Gambardella's Pasta Bella
Exeter Garage (Meguiar's Demonstrations)
Local Dealerships (New Vehicle Demos)
11:30am
Judging will Commence
(Following the judging there will be a
short 30 minute break to tally the scores)
12:00 noon
BMW Concours Coloring Contest
(Materials/Info available at the registration desk)
1 :30pm-2:30pm
"Help us judge the Concours"
(Vote for your favorite BMW.
See the registration desk for ballots)
2:30pm-3:30pm
Concours Awards Presentation (lime approximate)

Event Classes/Awards

Late Coupe Class
Vintage Class

Late Sedan Class
3 Series Class

Spectator's Choice Display Only Class
Entrant's Choice
Best of Show
Classes based on previous years' participation
Judged classes are $1 S pre registered by July 17th
$30 after this date
(including the day of the concours)
Non judged class (Display only) is $5
pre registered by July 17th
$10 aher this date (on a space available basis)
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A Perfect Match

Want More.?

Bimmers & Seattle's Best Coffee -Tour Recap
by Tom Williams

T

he aroma of fresh roasted coffee
enveloped the small coffee shop.
Complimentary cups of the homegrown brew were offered to and gratefully
accepted by the group of BMW club
members who had dropped in. In the basement, Seattle' s Best Coffee Master
Roaster Peter Larsen was asked whether
he religiously followed the German
instructions on the old coffee roaster. "I
ignore the 'achtung' ," he said smiling.
SBC was the final stop on the Club' s
May 24 tour to Vashon and Maury
Islands. Despite persistent drizzle, 18 cars
and about 40 people showed up . This was
fitting tribute to Brian and Karen Home
who not only arranged for the SBC tour,
but also put together a beautiful drive
around the island countryside. They even
brought pastries to enjoy while we waited
for the ferry . Well done!
The tour began with a leisurely run
down I-5 to Fife, through the Tacoma
industrial area, then along Ruston Way to
the Point Defiance-Tahlequah ferry. By
this time the rain had stopped, so people
got out of their cars, admired others' cars,
and chatted while waiting for the boat. I
renewed acquaintances with Shannon
Low, who bad led an exceptional tour of
the back roads around Yakima last summer for the Yakima Valley Sports Car
Club. I also struck up a conversation with
Alan Chockie, who brought his Alpina-
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prepped 325i, but whose passion is his
1958 Alfa Romeo Guilietta, which he is
thinking about driving to Monterey this
year. I'd met Alan's mom and dad on, of
all places, Shannon's Yakima tour.
Off the ferry , and time to drive again.
By this time, the convertibles could shed
their tops, although the al fresco motoring
might have been a bit chilly. From
Tahlequah, we headed up Vashon's lower
peninsula, then veered east through the little hamlet of Burton. We skirted the north
side of Quartermaster Harbor and crossed
onto Maury Island. We stopped in the
parking lot of Dockton Park to stretch our
legs, take a few pictures using the sailboats bobbing in the harbor as a backdrop,
and gaze under a few hoods .
Back in the saddle and off to the Point
Robinson Light Station at the eastern tip
of Maury Island. The original beacon was
a steam powered fog signal constructed in
1885 . The lighthouse was built in 1915.
The 11,000-candlepower light can be seen
for seven miles, thanks in part to the
hand-ground French lens. The entire operation is fully automated and monitored
from Pier 36 on the Seattle waterfront.
Diesel power and batteries provide backup power for the foghorns and light.
From Point Robinson, we returned to
Vashon Island along wide county arterials
littered with bicyclists and narrow lanes
that reminded me of English B roads . The
sun asserted itself as the caravan made its
way north. We were almost to the
north end of the island when we
turned west, drove through Fern Cove
and Cedarhurst, and headed south
along the west side of the Island. We
turned inland, and a few minutes later
we arrived at Seattle's Best Coffee.
Peter Larsen, the tall, mustachioed
master roaster of SBC, greeted us. He
had that look of a working man; one
who didn ' t need a health club to stay
fit. And don't be fooled by the name:
Peter hails from Hamburg, where his
family was in the coffee business. He

The Vashon Tour was a great success
(no one got lost, and we all made the
ferry) with 18 cars participating. So we'd
like to try again. We are looking at the
20th of September for our next ACA
adventure. Possible destinations are the
new Johnston Ridge Visitors Center at Mt.
St. Helens, or a drive along Hood Canal
through Belfair and up Hwy. IOI. We need
input and help with the next tour, so get
that e-mail flowing or call. We need to
know if the preference for food is picnic
bring-you-own or sit down at a restaurant. We have great restaurants in mind
for both destinations.

Brian & Karen Horne 253 850-3047
bhorne@interserv.com

married a woman from Seattle. After ten
years in Hamburg, though, his wife got
homesick. Peter viewed this as an opportunity. "I knew something was going on
with coffee in Seattle," he said. After
bouncing around a bit, he ended up at
SBC.
Peter said that SBC processes about
seven million pounds of green coffee per
year, or about 500,000 pounds roasted. In
recent years, annual growth has been
about 30% . SBC has about twenty
employees. It does all its roasting on the
island and ships the product to Seattle.
Ironically, decaffination is done in
Hamburg. Most of the roasting is done in
the large plant to the west of the store, but
small boutique blends are still done in the
old roaster in the store. Coffee may rank
with software, grunge music and questionable fashion sense as a Seattle export, but
that doesn ' t mean Vashon residents like
beans being roasted in their neighborhood.
Complaints to air quality authorities are a
part of doing business. Wendy Jensen, a
petite blond woman who works in the
store, said, "It can get pretty smoky at
times. But it smells so good too!"
Peter demonstrated how the beans
were sorted. He said, "You can tell good
beans by the color." He showed us an old
Danish grinder, one that is still used for
specialty blends. He also noted a plastic
and wood case that looked like a window
divided into sections. Each section had
coffee beans that had been roasted for a
specific length of time. The range in color
ran from the raw beans through the lightly

roasted varieties ("Folgers," said Peter) to
the very dark roast of some of SBC's finer
coffees. When asked about the role of
automation in coffee roasting, Peter
responded, "The people who roast that
way are nothing more than computer
operators. Here you have to really know
how to roast."
Peter credited his apprenticeship in
Germany for his thorough knowledge of
the coffee business. He said, "The apprenticeship was great. You see the whole picture. And you earn money at the same
time! " He then led us into a room where
he gave us a quick seminar on the art of
coffee tasting. He sat at a rotating circular
table ringed with full cups of coffee.
Dipping a spoon into each cup in turn, he
sipped the liquid, swirled it in his mouth,
and then ejected it into a dump bucket.
Every few tastes, he cleaned the spoon
and his palate. Hardly elegant, but it did
the business apparently.
On our way out, we paused to admire
Peter' s Mini Cooper, which was parked
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inconspicuously under a tree in a corner
of the parking lot. He loves to drive it,
which says it all really . After the tour
ended, a few people headed for the ferry ,
while others lingered in Vashon to have
lunch or shop before the short jaunt back to
the boat. The ride back across the sound in
bright sunshine capped a great day .
Our thanks to Brian and Karen Horne,
who obviously worked hard to organize
such an enjoyable event. Thanks also to
Peter Larsen and Wendy Jensen of SBC for
being gracious hosts. And thanks to all who
turned out, especially those who hadn't
been to a club event before. Let' s do it
again, soon! 0
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Free Air Conditioning Check-up

-PLUS10% Off any AC Parts
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SERVICE & REPAIR
Your Best Alternative

to the Dealer!

expires July 31st, 1997

Courtesy Customer Shuttle!

Behind Factoria Cinemas, Bellevue

f'fe•se Visit Our Wellsffe af www.fsomedf•.com/flomes/germanc•
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Details From Exeter
by Denny Organ

bout 35 years ago I began my
journey and life long apprenticeship as a clean car nut. I came to
this honestly, as my father was an early
fanatic. Childhood memories bring back
images of my first responsibility in Dad's
weekly ritual, to 'man the hose' as Dad
did the washing, all the while he would be
lecturing on proper technique and the
logic behind his approach. Eventually, I
was allowed to wash, but only under strict
supervision. I still remember the verbal
outlash if we mistakenly touched the windows or freshly waxed metal dash board
of his prized '53 Chevy BelAir.
With this lineage and an active curiosity in creating exceptional automotive
appearance, I am always amazed and
pleased when I can glean even a few more
tips and tricks from the professionals. The
June 14 meeting with Dennis Noland,
Floyd Stern and Steve Oliver at the Exeter
Garage did not disappoint.
First, a few notes on Dennis and his
detail department team. As a practitioner
and student of business management, it
was easy to observe something very special. here. I am always impressed by positive attitude, exceptional customer service, attention to quality, and level of job
knowledge. From the moment I arrived
and had my car valet parked in the depths
of the garage (a garage with carpet lined
walls for extra door protection!), to the
final friendly wave good-bye, I was surrounded by Exeter people that created a
welcoming experience. This was the
crew's day off, it was an exceptional
Seattle day outside, but each and every
member of the Exeter team was focused
on taking care of our needs. And they sincerely enjoyed their work.
Back to the details. Dennis began with
a car care overview, and discussed the
three step process of automotive finish
maintenance. I would probably edit this
only slightly, to add one additional step at
the beginning: proper washing. More on
this later. Exeter is a Meguiar' s shop,

A
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extensively using
their products.
Steve Oliver, our
regional representative for Meguiar's, provided an additional resource
for all on hand. Floyd provided a demonstration on his personal vehicle, and
allowed members to try their hand with
some of the power equipment. Finally,
Dennis provided some basics in interior
cleaning and care. At wrap up, we were
able to purchase from the full line of
Meguiar' s products at the 10% club discount.
Much has been written about the three
step process, and other similar processes
to keep your car finish better than new.
Quiz some of the participants in the club
concours and you will probably get as
many different answers as queries.
However, I believe the Exeter process is
sound, and the results speak for themselves. Following is a quick overview followed by some of the tips gleaned from
our morning session.
Washing (pre-step one). I always
thought this was the easy step but I
believe now that improper washing is
probably the cause of most of the fine line
scratches I can' t seem to get out of my
finish. A number of tips here that can help
keep the scratches out. First, as I learned
years ago, wash from the top down. But
something I did not learn, wash from the
belt line down (about 2/3 down the door)
last. And use a separate wash mitt for this
area as it will usually contain the most
dirt. This will keep the worst of the potential abrasive material you are washing off
from the rest of the paint.
A couple of additional quick washing
tips. Use a five gallon bucket as your
wash bucket. Again I missed this one.
With any bucket, the dirt will fall off your
mit and settle in the bottom. But with the
depth of the five gallon bucket, your mit
will not pick the dirt back up the next time
you rinse it. My smaller bucket is off to

other uses.
Do not use hot water. I also missed this
one (as did my father). Super hot water
helps with some of the nasty dirt, bugs, etc.,
but it also contributes to taking the wax off
the finish. I will
look forward to
some added life
to the wax. Also,
don' t use brushes
for washing the
finish (I bought a
new mit from Exeter that holds
a huge amount of water), and of
course never use anything but automotive
car washes. I have used Meguiar's Car Wash
Gel for a number of years, and was nudged
into trying a gallon of the Meguiar' s #62 Car
Wash Shampoo and Conditioner (who
makes up these names?). The #62 mixes
with water easier than the gel and probably
equates to a two year supply. Both products
work well.
A tip on tire dressings: try the Meguiar' s
#42 Rubber Treatment. Floyd recommended
this product over the Meguiar's #40 Vinyl
and Rubber Cleaner/Conditioner that I have
been using for a number of years. I have
found the #42 leaves less of a shine (my
preference), and lasts even through light
rains . The rubber treatment is applied with a
small, inexpensive foam paint "brush" and
the results have been outstanding.
Finally, Floyd and Dennis believe drying
the car should be accomplished with a series
of soft, 100% cotton towels. There are various opinions on this point, some believing in
the synthetic chamois (like the Absorber) . I
have used both, most recently the Absorber.
But Floyd was quick to point out that a
small amount of missed dirt on an Absorber
would scratch the finish wherever it was
dragged. I'll try my cotton towels again, but
I do not like the lint.
Cleaning - Step One. Where washing is
probably the step that creates most of the
paint damage, cleaning is where it is
repaired. The first step in cleaning involves
"claying" the paint surface. I bought some
clay from Griot' s Garage a couple of years
ago and became a believer. Meguiar' s or
your local auto paint supply also sell clay.
The surface must be absolutely clean, and
then sprayed with Final Inspection, Fast
Shine or similar product to act as a lubricant.
Then simply run the clay over the surface,
somewhat gently, in straight line motions.

Wipe with a clean cotton towel and you
will have a surface perfectly smooth. A tip
with the clay: after you are finished,
knead it into itself, creating a new brick
with clean surfaces for your next application. Always keep in an airtight container.
The next step was probably the most
significant discovery of the day. Over the
past number of months, I had come very
close to purchasing a Porter Cable random
orbital power polisher. I was led to
believe I could take out the fine line
scratches with this machine and the proper
polish. Wrong again.
After watching the demonstration, it
was clear the Porter Cable machine imitated the hand polishing and waxing
motions, but not the paint cleaning. Floyd
accomplished the cleaning step with a circular rotating buffer with a much larger
foam pad compared to the random orbital.
Further inquiry confirmed my hunch and
saved me a future purchase that would not
have pleased.
Cleaning is probably the most critical
step. The Exeter philosophy is to always
use the least aggressive approach that will
bring the desired results. Read: remove

the least amount of paint (or clear coat)
possible. It is in the cleaning that the clarity is restored, cob webbing and minor
scratches are removed. Meguiar's #2
cleaner is used here.
I am now convinced that probably the
best method of taking out the fine line
scratches is to leave this step to the professionals. Once accomplished, the hobbyist can then concentrate on the maintenance of the finish.
Polishing - Step Two. This step might
be better termed "feeding and conditioning" as it seems to me most of the polishing really took place in step one. That
stated, the random orbital polisher was
next put into use, with the smaller foam
pad, and Meguiar' s #7 polish.
Floyd states that "polishing is like
applying hand moisturizer to your paint."
He explained that the paint is continuously drying over time, and that the proper
polish will replace the volatile organic
compounds that are lost over time. The
result will be increased depth, luster, and
concealing some light to medium scratches.
Waxing - Step Three. Finally, now
that you have completed all of this great

UNLEASH THE POTENTIAL OF
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work, you need to protect the paint with a
good wax. Many opinions here. Exeter
uses the Premium Meguiar' s Medallion
wax. About a year ago I stumbled across
some Zymol and couldn't believe the
great results. And just to confuse matters,
I just ordered up some Best of Show wax
from Griot' s Garage. Each of these is about
$20 per bottle. But all are great waxes.
Inspired and armed with each of these
waxes, I am now going to stage an informal "battle of the premium waxes" on
each of our cars. Look for a future article
with the details and results . Yes, this is a
little extreme, but I know a few of you
understand.
Thanks again to Dennis, Floyd, R.C.
and Rick of Exeter, and to Steve Oliver of
Meguiar's. Also, thanks to the woman
who is responsible for the wonderful city
garden just outside of the Exeter entrance;
her planting tips are already helping my
Italian basil. And a final thanks to long
time members Tom Cox and Robert
Wilkus for attending the event so there
was at least two people that I knew! 0

2040 l 52nd Avenue N.E.
Bellevue/Redmond
Overlake area, serving the Eastside

We can help you keep your
BMW in peak condition
and bring undreamed of
performance out from
under-the-hood. Call us for
our free full-color catalog.
It has over one hundred

pages of performance and
styling accessories, and
thousands of replacement
parts for your BMW, ready
for same day shipping.
You'll find informative
tech tips and product
pointers to help yo u with
every job. We have a knowledgeable sales ~
staff and
J2~
we backup ~J
everything
~"• 00 ~
we sell with an absolutely
unbeatable Best Price
Guarantee. Call us today
at 1-800-535-2002.

Visit our web site:
www.bavauto.com

iliil BAVARIAN
n_• autosport

0

Certified Technicians
Specializing in all
European and Luxury
Japaneese Brands

(206) 746-7141
Rental and loaner car and
free towing.

Experience the difference quality
workmanship and service makes.

• All mechanical works, factory scheduled
maintenance including extended
warranty work.
• With direct access to factory service
bulletins ensuring the job is done right the
first time.
• Quality workmanship, honesty & competitive pricing.
• Lifetime brake, radiator, muffler and rack
& pinion service.
• Windshield replacement.
Let us show you how to maintain
your BMW and avoid the
high cost of repairs.
For parts or service, please call Al.

We will beat any
written quality repair
estimate by

10-20%

FAX 800-507-2002 • 27 5 CONSTITUTION AVE, PORTSMOUTH NH
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This is the real spiritual predessor to the MCoupe. It didn't have aname, but this concept
vehicle was based on the Z1 Roadster. Called an "Off-Roadster," it was supposed to be a
hunting vehicle. It was aone-off by BMW Technik, built in the early '90s.
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Stop It!!!
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by Wes Hill

... from your Driving Events Committee

was riding with a novice driver awhile
back in a beautiful new 4-door, when
a discussion arose which I thought
could be expanded on here. The situation
was this:
We began the day in the cool morning
running down the straight at SIR at moderate speeds and really working on consistency for Tum #2. We first defined the
tum-in point for his particular car/tire
combination and then began to find the
ideal braking point in relation to his tumin. By the end of the run session, we were
spot on every time and the run down the
hill towards Turn #3 was greatly
improved.
In the afternoon session, I had a
chance to ride with him again and as we
began our third lap into Turn #2, I think

I

we were both startled by the speed and the
manner in which we entered the corner (I
will say he recovered nicely!). The driver
was concerned and confused by the experience because if he was braking and turning at "exactly" the same points all day
long, what had changed?
Basically, what had changed was, this
time his brake system failed to do the job
that was asked of it, that is, to slow the car
down from the straight-away speed to the
required cornering speed for this particular corner. His speed had increased with
both his driving proficiency and confidence through the day and, in his eagerness to show me, we pushed this particular car beyond its performance limitations.
Over the next couple of months, we

will discuss how he got beyond these limitations and what you can do to avoid this
type of dramatic cornering display. I'll
divide the discussion into three sections,
brake equipment theory, real-world
upgrades, and braking techniques that can
optimize the theory and equipment
designed into your car.
We'll get this 4-door slowed down
yet! Q

CAMPBELL/NELSON

AUTO WRECKING
Specializing in New and Used Parts for

ARLINGTON

EDMONDS

(360) 403-9800

(206) 771-4931

Hand Washing
Swirl-free Polish
Interior Shampoo
Concoun Quality Detailing

18021 59th Ave. NE
Arlington, WA 98223

205th & Aurora
Edmonds, WA 98020

641-99:11

Across from
Arlington Airport Entrance

Across from
Aurora Village Costco

13600 N.E. 16th St. Bellevue
(by Furney's Nursery)
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Final Sign-Up
For lapping
at SIR
July 19th!!!
by Jacqueline Kahn

f you weren' t able to join us for June ' s
Lapping Day at SIR then here's your
next chance! Saturday, July 19th, is
our second and final scheduled lapping
day for our club this year at SIR. So don ' t
miss your chance to drive at a great local
track (that' s recently been partially resurfaced!!) . For those that have a conflict
with this date as well, remember to check
our Driving Events' Calendar for other
local car club events, which we are invited
to attend.
In our continuing effort to find a format that accommodates all skill and
equipment levels, we're going to divide
the cars into two run groups. There will be
one group made up of the faster cars
(those that can run faster than a 1:50), the
other group will be for less experienced
drivers and slower cars (average time
above 1:50). This should allow the big
dogs to run free and allow some of the
slower cars a more relaxed venue to concentrate on skill improvement. Also be
prepared, we may need assistance operating the flagging stations that day.
To attend our lapping events, drivers
need to have either attended one of our
Driving Schools or have prior track experience. If you are interested in attending
and miss this final registration deadline
give me a call to see if there is still room
available.
Please register by filling out the
attached Registration Form and mail it to
Jacqueline Kahn at 8034 NE 178th Lane,
Bothell, WA 98011 by July 14th. If you
have any questions you can reach me at
(425) 481-9571 (or email
KAHN@ESCA.COM) . ~

I

Driving Events Calendar
July

August

I Ith
Alfa Romeo Club Driver's School &
Lapping Day at Bremerton Raceway.
For more information call Dan Alvis
at (206) 582-0803.

8th
Audi Quattro Club Lapping Day at
Bremerton Raceway. Contact Bernie
Strub at (360)692-5885 for details
and registration.
l

12th
Zupan's Historic Races and ACA Car
Corral/ Mini-Concurs at Portland
International Raceway. For further
information contact Doug Buchner
at (503)653-9080.
13th
BSCC School/Autocross. Bremertor1
Sports Car Club holds several
autocrosses at the raceway. For
information call the hotline at (360)
373-3918.
17th
Corvette Club lapping day at SIR.
Call Val Korry 206 285-6331 for info.
25th, 26th, 27th
SCCA Solo II National Tour school
and 2 day event at Kent Boeing. This
is a great chance to see national
level championship drivers and their
machines. Call 206 292-0500 for info.
19th
BMW ACA Lapping Day at Seattle
International Raceway. See the June
& July Zundfolge for details and registration.

9th
Alfa Romeo Club Time Trails at SIR.
Mega track time promised at this
event!
I 0th, 24th, 3 I st
WWSCC & SCCA Autocross. Get in
some runs before the season is over!
See other ACA members race their
BMWs. If you are interested in a possible club challenge at one of these
events contact Brian Horne 253 8503047. Call the hotline 206 255-0658
for event location and information.
30th
Harold LeMay Car Show in Parkland
(Tacoma). If you've never been you
don't want to miss this! He has the
largest car collection in the world!
He shares his passion with the public
only one day a year and only asks for
donations to a local charity. Its difficult to describe what you will see
and it changes from year to year but
you will see a lot of cars and the vari·
ety is amazing!
For directions and information contact Wes Hill at 989-95 16.

r-------------------------------,
July 19th Lapping at SIR Registration Form
Name _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ __

~

Address -------------------------~
Year & Model Car
_ __ _ _ _ _ Work(
Phone No. Home (
Number of Previous Track Events _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _
Driving Level: (Novice, I, II, ill, Instructor)

CrRcLE ONE

Final deadline cost: $85 -No later than July 14th
Two Drivers in One Car, Add $25
Non-members, add $25 , which will be applied toward a BMW membership.
Total Amount Enclosed $

Please make checks payable to BMW ACA

Driving Goals

L-------------------------------~
1997 July
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Technik
edited by Greg Mierz

Technical Chemical Co. Freezone is being
marketed as a direct replacement for R-12.

Refrigerant Rules

ummer time has arrived and this
month I've got some air conditioner
information of interest from Robert
Giles (giles@emails.com). I've edited
some of the info but the bulk of it is as
follows. This general information about
refrigerants may help you decide such
things as whether to charge/replace or
whatever with that A/C system in your
Bimmer.
The most significant change was the
end ofR-12 production as of January 1,
1996 not only in this country but also in
many other industrialized nations.
Chemical companies were required to
stop manufacturing R-12 for domestic
consumption in compliance with a worldwide ban of ozone-damaging "chlorofluorocarbons" (CFCs). There should be
enough virgin and recycled R-12 to meet
the needs of the service industry until
1998, then shortfalls are expected to force
some motorists to either retrofit to R-134a
or another alternative refrigerant.

S

Alternative Refrigerants
Everyone agrees that as long as R-12
is available, there's no reason not to continue using it. After all, an A/C system
designed for R-12 will cool most efficiently with Rl2 refrigerant. What's
more, R-12 can't harm the environment as
long as it remains inside a sealed system.
So the automakers all say retrofit can wait
until such time those R-12 supplies either
run out or a vehicle requires major A/C
repairs (such as a new compressor, evaporator or condenser). Then and only then
would a retrofit be worth the cost (more
on retrofit later).
Alternative refrigerants to replace R12 keep popping up. The current frontrunner and only alternative universally
approved by all vehicle manufacturers is
R-134a. Even so, the EPA's "Significant
New Alternatives Policy" (SNAP) proI
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gram has found several alternative refrigerants to be environmentally acceptable.
These include R- l 34a (tetrafluoroethane).
Developed and patented by DuPont, it is
sold under the tradename 'SUV A.' R134a is ozone-safe because it contains no
chlorine. It cools about the same as R-12
but with somewhat higher compressor discharge pressures. R-134a is actually more
thermally efficient than R-12, which is
why the system only requires about 85 to
90 percent as much R- l 34a refrigerant as
R-12. But R-134a won't mix with mineral
oil, so either synthetic P AG or POE oil is
required to lubricate the compressor.
R-134a also requires a special desiccant (XH-7), barrier-style hoses, 0 -rings,
and seals made of a compatible rubber
such as HNBR or Neoprene. R-134a is
also nontoxic and nonflammable, but can
form a flammable mixture if mixed with
60 percent or more air at 8 psi or I-higher
pressure. For this reason, technicians are
advised not to leak check R-134a systems
with compressed air unless the system has
first been evacuated to remove all traces
of refrigerant. Even then dry nitrogen
should be used to keep moisture and out
of the system.
FRIGC FR-12 Made by Intermagnetics
General Corporation and distributed by
Pennzoil, FRIGC is a blend of 59 percent
R-134a, 39 percent R-124a and 2 percent
R-600 (butane). It's cooling performance
and operating pressures are similar to R12, and it's compatible with mineral oil
and R-12 desiccants, which simplifies
conversions.

R-401 C, DuPont's MP-52 Blend
This refrigerant is a blend of HCFC22, HFC- 152a and R-I24a, but is currently used in stationary equipment only, not
automotive applications. FREEZONE A
proprietary blend of refrigerants manufactured by Freezone,Inc. and distributed by

The EPA' s rules prohibit the use of
any non-approved refrigerants in automotive applications, including ones that are
flammable such as OZ-12, HC-12a,
butane, propane and flammable hydrocarbons. Also banned is R-405a (G2015), a
product made in China containing perfluorocarbon.
EPA rules also prohibit the topping off
any A/C system with a dissimilar refrigerant whether it is acceptable or not to prevent cross-contamination. This is a major
concern because mixing different refrigerants usually increases compressor discharge pressures. Higher pressures make
the compressor work harder which may
decrease compressor life as well as cooling performance. Cross-contamination can
also interfere with proper lubrication of
the compressor, which may also lead to
premature compressor failure. Mixing
refrigerants can also cause problems with
the desiccant that protects the system
against moisture. It also creates a problem
when the time comes to service the A/C
system. Why? Because the refrigerant
can't be recovered without contaminating
the service equipment and it can't be recycled because it will contaminate other
vehicles.
So what are you supposed to do with
cross-contaminated refrigerant? The EPA
says it must not be vented. The approved
method of handling is to pull the bad
refrigerant out of the system with a dedicated recovery-only machine (preferably
air powered or explosion proof equipment
if the refrigerant is flammable). The contaminated refrigerant must then be stored
in a separate container, and disposed of as
hazardous waste unless you can find a
chemical company that will buy it for
reprocessing. Unfortunately, most such
companies only buy contaminated refrigerant in bulk quantities. EPA rules also
require that any A/C system charged with
an alternative refrigerant be equipped with
unique service fittings to prevent accidental cross-contamination. The fittings must
be permanently installed (no adapters),

and be labeled so technicians can identify
the type of refrigerant in the system.
Separate recovery equipment for the alternative refrigerant is also required to prevent cross-contamination.

R-134A Recycling Now Required
Another change that you may not have
heard about yet is the EPA's recovery and
recycling requirement for R-I34a. This
rule went into effect November 15, 1995,
and applies to all service facilities that do
one or more A/C service jobs per year.
The requirement R-134a recovery and
recycling machine is in addition to the
requirement to have a recovery and recycling machine for R-12, which has been
mandatory since 1993. Consequently,
shops that do not have two separate
machines for each refrigerant (or a combination machine) will have to purchase an
additional R-134a machine or turn away
the owners of newer vehicles who have
R134a A/C systems. A third machine
would also be required if the shop services any vehicles that contain any other
alternative refrigerants such as FRIGC or
FREEZONE, which effectively discourages the use of other alternative refrigerants. The EPA' s rationale for requiring a
separate R-134a machine and not allowing R- 1 34a or ANY other refrigerant to
be vented is that R-134a and the other
alternative refrigerants are 'greenhouse
gases ' that contribute to global warming.
A more practical reason not to vent it is
because it is valuable. Why waste it if it
can be easily recovered and reused? All
technicians doing A/C service work must
be "certified" in R-12 recovery and recycling procedures, but the EPA does not
currently require any additional certification for servicing R-134a systems.

Cross Contamination Dangers
Cross-contamination in the nation's
vehicle population is a serious and growing problem. The most common contaminant that' s being found in R-12 is R-22.
But flammable gases such as butane,
propane, isobutane and other hydrocarbons are also turning up mostly as a result
of do-it-yourselfers and unscrupulous
used car dealers who did a "cheap fix."

Flammable refrigerants are extremely
dangerous because only a small amount of
contamination is needed to transform a
normally safe refrigerant such as R-12 or
R-134a into a flammable mixture: only 10
percent contamination in the case of R-12
and only 5 percent with R-134a! In other
words, add three or four ounces of a flammable substance to a vehicle's A/C system and it becomes a potential bomb.
Should a leak then occur in the evaporator, a spark or cigarette could turn the
vehicle's interior into an inferno. ServiGe
technicians are also at risk with flammable refrigerants because a spark in the
engine compartment or from electric-powered recovery and recycling equipment
could ignite the mixture. There' s even a
concern that using an electronic leak
detector with a heated diode sensor tip
(which gets as hot as 1,000 degrees F)
might be dangerous.

Which Is It?
All cars and light trucks up until 1992
had R-12 A/C systems. During the transition years of 1993 and 1994, some vehicle s were built with R- 12 systems and
some with R- 134a systems. Since 1995,
all have had R-134a systems.
Identification tags and labels are used on
all newer vehicles so technicians can tell
R-12 systems from those with R-134a.
Different service fittings are also used to
further minimize accidental cross-contamination: R-12 systems have a 1/4-inch
threaded schrader valve type service fitting on the low-pressure side, and a 3/8inch threaded schrader valve type service
fitting on the high side. R-134a systems
have a 16-mm quick-disconnect service
fitting on the low-pressure side, and a 13mm quick-disconnect service fitting on
the high-pressure side. Yet in spite of
these precautions, cross-contamination
runs rampant. ~

PRJEMKJER
AUTO BODY
FOREIGN CAR SPECIALISTS
BMW FACTORY TRAINED

206•343•2005
F

• 206 • 343 • 5247
114 -Westlake Ave. N.
Seattle, -WA 98109
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Two More Navigation Systems
BMW will introduce two additional navigation systems in 1997. Both systems are dealer-installed and will
complete BMW's line of navigation technology offering a navigation system for almost every BMW of the current and past model years. In 1996, BMW was the first manufacturer to offer an advanced car navigation system. The BMW on-board Navigation System is the centerpiece of a fully-integrated, factory installed communications package available on the 1997 5 and 7-series automobiles. The success of this system encouraged
BMW to extend the range of navigation systems to other models, particularly those already on the road.
Beginning in June '97, a retailer-installed optional navigation system is available for the 5 and 7-series models of the current model generation. That means that 7-series as far back as model year 1995 can be equipped
with a BMW navigation system. A second system will be introduced later this year. It will be available for the
current 3-series generation, the Z3 roadster models
and the previous 5 and 7-series generations. At the
end of the year BMW will be the first manufacturer
in the US to make factory or retailer-installed navigation systems available across the model line.
(BMW NA Press Release)

The Roadster Defined

The BMW badge
forms the core of the
BMW corporate identity. Beginning in February 1997, the logo
has been revised . From now on, the badge
will appear in three dimensional form ,
preferably in color. You may have noticed
the new version on BMW brochures and
other literature.
AUSTRIAN ENGINE PLANT

BMW's engine plant in Steyr,
Austria produced over 400,000
engines in 1996. Additional investment in the plant will increase
capacity to over 500,000 units per
year. This will be achieved with additional headcount due to increased
efficiencies.

---------

The 1996 BMW Annual Report sheds light on the term roadster:
"Originally used to describe a sporting, all-round horse, the term 'roadster'
was soon applied in the car world. It still describes a compact, powerful
two-seater sports car with a light top. Thus, the roadster differs markedly
from the comfortable convertible which is usually derived from a sedan or
coupe. The roadster is a fast. agile sports car which gives the driver a feeling of direct contact with road and nature. Its appearance is a clear
expression of its character. Low and broad, with a long hood and short
rear, the roadster shows what it was made for: open-top motoring for
nature-loving drivers."

"~lte~o!J
aLL~."
Stephen Spenser,
The Seattle Times

1313 West Meeker St.
Suite 138
Kent, WA
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Fine Italian Food

(206) 859-4681
Take Out Available

BondisBack

BMW Offers New Safety

Technology

James Bond will be back this fall with
'Tomorrow Never Dies," the follow up to the
hugely successful "GoldenEye." GoldenEye
introduced the Z3 to millions and BMW is said
to be involved again. This Bond film is supposed to be a real marketing blitz with lots of
commercial tie-ins, including Visa cards. Let's
hope BMW does get lost in this big commercial. And let's hope the BMW gets a little more
screen time this time around.

------- ----,
Complying with new anti-corruption disclosures, Boris Yeltsin has revealed that he
makes $43,000 a year, owns real estate
worth $206,700, and drives a $12,500
BMW which he purchased in 1995. The
model of BMW was not specified.
[The Seattle Times)

Mobile Tradition Lifestyle
Products
The first catalog comprising the
full range of BMW Mobile
Tradition's lifestyle products and
collector's items is available in all
BMW dealerships. The 44-page
catalog offers a wide selection of
over 80 lifestyle products centering around classic BMW cars.
Included in the catalog are pins,
models, clothing, watches and
accessories.

I
I
I
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BMW becomes the first
manufacturer to offer head
protection in side impacts
with the introduction of the
BMW Head Protection
System as standard equipment in the 1998 7-series
models. The 1998 740i,
740il and 750il, which went
on sale in June 1997, all feature door-mounted side
impact airbags and the BMW
Head Protection System. At
the heart of the Head Protection System is the Inflatable
Tubular Structure or ITS. The ITS is concealed above the front
doors and with the A-pillar and roof cladding. Upon side impact,
the inflater, mounted on one end of the tube, fills the tube with
inert gas. As the tube inflates, the diameter grows but the
length decreases. The decrease in length causes the tube to pull
out of the headliner and form a straight line from the lower
windshield pillar to the roof. The tube is now in position to protect the occupant's head from an impact on the side of the car's
interior surface. The ITS works even if the window is broken.
And if the window pops out, the ITS will help keep an occupant
inside the vehicle. The ITS stays inflated for six seconds; much
longer than front airbags. In this way, the ITS helps deal with
secondary impacts. (BMW NA Press Release)
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BMW's damage settlement to the Alabama doctor who's BMW's paint
had been touched up was reduced from $2,000,000 to $50,000 by the
Alabama Supreme Court. The case, which had become a rallying cry for
critics of big jury award, had been sent back to the state Supreme Court by
the US Supreme Court which had said the $2,000,000 was "grossly excessive." Without dissent, the Alabama Supreme Court said BMW's conduct
justified punitive damages, but that $50,000 would be a proper penalty. The
court said the repairs "were merely cosmetic." (The Seattle Times)

Parts for all BMW Models
specializing in
2002 and Coupe R.estoration

~4£~
~I ~-o~
Call for Discount Prices on:
OEM Parts, Bi/stein, Suspension Tech. Equipment
NLA and Hard to Find Parts
ORDER DESK (800) 466-8184
FAX (619) 488-0972
RC Motorsport
CNPR/La Jolla Independent BMW
710 Turquoise Street• La Jolla, CA 92109
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Chrysler Joint Venture
The BMW/Chrysler joint venture,
announced last October, to bu ild
engines in South America, is beginning
to firm up. The companies have
announced that they will locate the
plant adjacent to a new Chrysler truck
plant in Campo Largo, Brazil. The plant
will be capable of producing 400,000
engines annually, half of which will go
to each party. The engines for BMW's
side will power small Rover cars and
the new Mini. (AutoWeek)

13M W Profiles is a new bool'i
series pocl'ied with original historic photographs and detailed
specifications about the most
outstanding automobiles and
motorcycles in 13M W's history.
BMW Profile 1-"The motorcycles from Munich 1923 to 1969"
offers a history of all motorcycles of that era. Also included is
a facsimile of on original poster
from 1930. Profiles number 1 is
available in German and
English. Profile 2 covers the history of the BMW 501/502 with
all original specifications, contemporary press coverage, sectional drawings and performance data. A facsimile of the original catalog is a special supplement. Unfortunately, this bool'i is
only available in German. A third Profile will follow later this
year, the "BMW 2002-the cult car." Further volumes in the
BMW Profiles series wil l be published at regular interva ls,
enabling enthusiasts to build, in time, a complete library of
13M W models. C13M W Mobile Tradition)

L------ --- ------Tires

PLUS

Discounters
of HIGH
,~.. ,~..~PERFORMANCE

{1_\r;

~'~"1\'

TIRES

& WHEELS

PRICE:
Low Discount Prices.

SELECTION: Over 4,000 tires in stock
- Pirelli, Goodyear, Yokohama, Bridgestone, Michelin, B.F. Goodrich, and
Cooper.
SERVICE: Friendly, informed sales
people; FREE tire mounting using
European Tire Machines for Touchless
Mag Wheel Mounting. All wheels are
hand torqued to manufacturer's specs.
12540 N.E. 124th Street
1 ;Kirkland (Totem Lake)

1(

~

C::J

811·9100

13310 Bel-Red Road
Bellevue (Next to Olympic
Boats, behind JB Factory Carpets)

641·7300
$1,00I illlllll credit plM O..LC. wit IO lllOIC'I don.
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Recycling Featured at
Museum
The BMW Museum in Munich is
currently featuring exhibits on the
subjects of vehicle recycling
and recycling-optimized
product design . The
exhibits are based on a
closed product life cycle . _,,,,,,,,,,_ That is, the original
-.............
manufacturer of a consumer product is responsible for its disposal at the
end of the product's useful
life. One exhibit features the new 5series' instrument panel, which is
made of recyclable plastic. Another
exhibit features a video on the BMW
Recycling and Disassembly Center in
Lohhof.

More on Recycling

t
I

BMW is the leader in automotive
recycling. In 1997, the German
Regulations on Scrapped Cars become
law. BMW uses a network of
independent companies that
adhere to BMW's standards
for recycling. In 1996, the
number of firms accepting
~ BMWs increased to 71 . In
Germany, the
Netherlands, Austria and
Switzerland, BMW cars can
be returned to one of the BMW
specialist firms . In Italy, France and
Great Britain, BMWs can be recycled
through a joint venture with Fiat,
Renault, and Rover. BMW is developing
recycling programs in its other large
markets, notably Japan and the US.

+
I

t

Ml Model
On the occasion of the 1997 Techno Clasica, BMW Mobile Tradition has
announced a special treat for fans of the Ml . A special model of the Ml in
1:87 scale has been produced in a limited edition of 1,250. It features red finish and is displayed on an anthracite-gray base under a transparent cover.

BMWs Win

New8

Derek Hill and Javier Quiros drove
their No. 6 BMW M3 to victory in the
Exxon Supreme GT race at Lime Rock
Park on May 25th. BMWs also took
second place (Duez/Quester) and
third (Auberlen/Said) . BMW's sweep
puts them back in the lead for the
GTS-3 manufacturer's championship
standings, ahead of Porsche.
In Saturday's race at Lime Rock,
Kermit Upton won the SCCA World
Challenge in his M3.
At the Watkins Glen race one week
later, Jun 1st, all three PTG cars had
trouble. Bill Auberlen had set a new
record in qualifying on the pole. But
the race was marred by rain and
crashes. The No. 7 PTG car led during the final hour, but collided with a
rival Porsche. The No. 7 car limped
home third. Fourth place was won by
the No. 6 PTG M3. The winner of the
race was a privately entered M3, built
by Prototype Technology Group in
1996. Matt Cohen formed Matteo
Racing this year. His M3 has been
competitive, but this is the team's first
win. Driver Pete Halsmer brought the
M3 home first, ahead of the factory
cars, after the six hour battle. Watkins
Glen was the final endurance race of
the season. The sprint races begin
now, starting with Sears Point on July
13th.
Native son JJ Lehto and Steve
Soper shared the winning Mclaren
BMW in the three-hour FIA GT race
through the streets of Helsinki.

Rumor is t he8-series, now available only by special
order, will be replaced in 1999. The new 8 is said to be a
retro-look roadster with a$100,000 price tag. For
that. one gets acar capable of 0 to 60 mph in four seconds. Called the Z8 or Z12, it wou ldbe abig brother to
the Z3. Styling cues come from the 507 again. Engines
would be the V8 or V12. The V12 would be updated using
someofthegoodiesfrom the Mclaren V12. The car is
loosely based on t he5-series. (Car &Driver)

--- ---- -
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Dinan BMWs
Steve Dinan hos been creating performance
equipment for BMWs for 18 years. But now, some
Dinan gear con be bought from your friendly
BMW dealer and even be covered by the factory
warranty. The Dinan stuff is installed by deolers~p technicians. Any nan-Dinan item retains its
full factory warranty. The exceptions ore Dinan
camshafts or superchargers which void the factory
warranty. (Rood & Track)

All Euro11-ean Autowerk
BMW PORSCHE
AUDI MERCEDES
VOLVO VOLKSWAGEN

•Suspension & Brake Systems
• Tune Ups to Complete Rebuilds
•Emission Specialist
• Clutch & Transmission
•Electrical Troubleshooting

325 Railroad Ave. South
Kent, Wa. 98032
206 859-8553 fax 859-3441

LeMans
The McLaren Fl GTR of Gounon,
Raphnel and Olofsson finished second
overall and first in GT! class at LeMans in
June. First overall was the Joest Porsche, a
private entrant. The factory Porsche GT! s
crashed. The factory McLarens with BMW
power didn 't do much better. Two crashed
during the race. The best factory finish was
third overall and second in GT! class by
the McLaren driven by Kox, Ravaglia and
Helary. (AutoWeek)
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Classified

Marketplace

Cars For Sale

Parts For Sale

1995 525i Five speed in showroom conditions with only
12,000 miles. White/black leather/walnut trim with
premium package, sunroof, heated seats, traction control. $30,900. Please call Gunar at 425-277-4595.

325is factory front spoiler with fog lamps-$395. Dinan
chip for '87 325e-$225. Jerry 772-0843 eve.

1992 735il Silver/silver. Immaculate, locally bought,
owner, serviced. None nicer, like new at 80,000 miles.
$25,000. Call Tom at 425-277-4548.
1987 325 two door, 5 speed. Bronzit beige. All records,
very nice and well maintained. 148,000 miles. $5,500.
Jerry 772-0873 eve.
1980 320 with '88 Mazda RX7 turbo II engine and 5
speed RX7 transmission, black, tan interior, Scheel
seats, LS 3.90 dill, stress bar, Bilsteins, vented rotors,
l5 X7 alloys with new Bridgestone RE71 s. This is a
very quick car but purchase of '97 M3 forces sale.
$4,995. Call Adrian Crabtree, hm 313-5769,
wk 557-1275.
1972 2002tii 63,500 original miles, 5 speed, red on
tan, garaged and rust free, runs great. $5,500. Please
call Bill 425-556-9100.

Cars Wanted
525i, '91 to '93, white, tan leather, automatic. 425822-5951 /982-9600.

BBS Wheels Four RA 16 inch alloys with new Dunlop
205/55ZR/15 tires. Wheels are in good condition but
need paint. Fit 5, 6, 7-series. $725 OBO. Mark 206325-1324.
Bilstein Sport Strut Inserts One pair suitable for '77 to
'83 320. New in box for $80. Four chrome 14 inch star
pattern wheels in excellent condition with tires 95%
tread, will fit 318i to 325e four bolt pattern. Will bolt
on to 2002 but center caps will not fit. Four Fittipaldi
Star pattern l 5 inch wheels with covered centers, good
tires, some curb rash. Will fit 5, 6, 7-series. $400.
2002tii brake booster, new old stock. ATE $475. Metric
Mechanics 320i 4 speed, never installed, $600. Call
Steve at 1-360-426-6486.
AC Schnitzer carbon fiber upper strut tie bar for an E36
3-series. Complete with billet aluminum mounts, never
installed, demo model. Best offer. Contact Eric at 408375-9373 in CA.
1995 M3 Chassis Needs home. Light front end damage
and engine fire. Great start for track car. Have some
parts. Please no daily driver inquiries. Also 1993 325is
leather seats front and rear. Dove gray. Excellent condition. $1 ,000. Scott 206 488-2299.
2002 Garage Sale I am cleaning out my entire inventory of 2002 parts including rebuilt tii motor and transmission, Ronal 13 inch alloy wheels, Mahle 9.1to l
pistons for l 2lti head, and many more new and used
parts. Please call me at 206-392-3358 or via fax at
206-392-1769 and I will provide you with a complete
list. Mike.
M3 light weight rear wing. Brand new, white. $500.
Four 14 X6.5 BBS wheels from E30 3-series. Will also
fit 2002s. $400. Please call Bill 425-556-9100.
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PARTS
SERVICE
823-1212
Gordon Kortlever
!3MW Specialist

Pete Jackson
Service Consultant

Ultimate Service for the
Ultimate Driving Machine
13635 N. E. 126th Place
Kirkland, WA 98034
Telephone (206) 823-1212

Deadline for the July Issue
islune~T.

Classified Advertising Policy:
Classfied ads are free to members in good standing (paid up
dues) . There is a $10 fee to nonmembers. Photo classifieds are
$1 5 to non-members. Zundfolge
staff reserves the right to edit all
classified ads. Ads must be typed
or neatly printed and sent to
Zundfolge, c/o Lucetta Lightfoot,
2641 39th Ave. W., Seattle, WA
98199. Attn; Classfied Ads. Make
checks payable to BMW ACA.

r-----------------------------------------------,

Service Specials

L-------

r------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------,
BMW Service Inspection I or II

I

Determined by the Service Interval indicator in your vehicle or at approximately 15,000-mile or 12-month intervals.
Ask your Service Advisor for details.

This service includes:
All operations recommended by BMW. A complete listing of operations for your vehicle can be found in your
Owner's Service Warranty information Manual-or ask your Service Advisor for a BMW Inspection II Service
Maintenance checklist.

15°/o OFF LABOR & PARTS

r--------------------------------------,
Free Loaner Special
This coupon is good for a free loaner
during all scheduled Inspection I, II,or
other recommended maintenance services.

r-----------------------------------------------------,

BMW Annual Body Inspection
To maintain your BMW 6-year rust perforation warranty.
This service includes:
•Inspect the body and undercarriage
•C lean and reapply undercoating as required.

Call your Service Advisor for details.

(No charge with this coupon.)

L-------------------------------------r----------------------------------------------------------------,

Floor Mats
Any model BMW through 1989.

13617 Northup Way NE
Bellevue, WA 98005
(206) 643-4544
(206) 643-1027 (Fax)

Service & Parts Department Hours:
8 am to 6 pm Monday - Friday, 9 am to 5 pm Saturday

Perfection In Detail

We honor all BMW manufacturer's warranties ...
regardless of where you purchased your vehicle.

Redmond
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Convenient Location
Courtesy Shuttle
Saturday Service
Friendly, Knowledgeable Staff
Competitive Pricing
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SUMMER
SERVICE SPECIALS
18% OFF BRAKE AND
EXHAUST LABOR
15205 NE 9.0th, Redmond, WA 98052
(206) 881-2824 Fax (206) 869-4495

ALL MODELS

Hours: 9 am • 6 pm Daily, 10 am - 3 pm Saturday

OFFER GODO THROUGH AUGUST 31 , 1997

Discounts for Club Members Available.
Check out our webs ite: WWW.redmondmotorsporf.com Send us your inquiries and suggestions via e-mail at: REDSPORT@NWLINK.COM

Periodicals
Postage

PAID
BMW AUTOMOBILE CLUB OF AMERICA
Puget Sound Region
P.O. Box 1259, Bellevue, Washington 98009

Seattle, WA

